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Abstract
We discuss the Josephson effect and the appearance of dissipationless edge currents in a
holographic Josephson junction configuration involving a chiral, time-reversal breaking, super-
conductor in 2+1 dimensions. Such a superconductor is expected to be topological, thereby
supporting topologically protected gapless Majorana-Weyl edge modes. Such modes can man-
ifest themselves in chiral dissipationless edge currents, which we exhibit and investigate in
the context of our construction. The physics of the Josephson current itself, though expected
to be unconventional in some non-equilibrium settings, is shown to be conventional in our
setup which takes place in thermal equilibrium. We comment on various ways in which the
expected Majorana nature of the edge excitations, and relatedly the unconventional nature of
topological Josephson junctions, can be verified in the holographic context.
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1 Introduction and Summary
The physics of topological insulators and superconductors has become a central topic in modern
condensed matter physics (for reviews see [1, 2]). Many of the interesting phenomena exhibited
in such materials follow from the existence of topologically protected gapless edge modes. For
topological superconductors, these are expected to be chiral Majorana modes. The search
for such Majorana excitations in various condensed matter systems is currently an intense
experimental effort (for a review see [3]).
Topological superconductivity is expected to arise in time-reversal breaking superconduc-
tors, with a “p+ip” order parameter symmetry, which we refer to here as chiral superconduc-
tors. Experimentally, such topological superconductivity might arise intrinsically, for example
in the Strontium Ruthenate Sr2RuO4 (see e.g. [4, 5] for reviews), or by proximity effect (fol-
lowing the suggestion of Fu and Kane [6]). That system was analyzed by Green and Read
[7], who demonstrated the existence of Majorana-Weyl fermions propagating on the edges of a
two-dimensional chiral superconductor3. A particularly clear construction of the edge modes
as Andreev bound states can be found in [9].
In this note we use the tools of gauge-gravity duality to investigate the topological nature
of the holographic superconductor. As we will see, the manifestation of topology comes in the
form of chiral edge excitations which manifest themselves as chiral currents localized at edges
of the superconductor. To this end, we construct a gravity solution that exhibits the basic
phenomena associated with topological superconductivity, namely topologically protected edge
modes and spontaneously generated edge currents. Indeed, after the observation of [17] that
black holes can be unstable to scalar condensation, an s-wave superconductor was constructed
in [18]. Holographic duals to p-wave superconductors were constructed in [19], and the model
we are using here, an holographic dual to a chiral superconductor, was constructed in [20]. We
review that construction in section 2 below4.
Since much of the new interesting physics associated with topological superconductivity has
to do with edges and interfaces, we construct a Josephson junction involving the holographic
chiral superconductor. Holographic Josephson junctions were constructed first in [21] (see also
[22, 23, 24] for other configurations). Our work will focus on building an S-N-S holographic
Josephson junction for the holographic chiral superconductor (S) for which the weak link is a
normal metal (N). The construction of the gravity solution involves the numerical solution of
a set of partial differential equations, details of which are presented in section 2.
One of the dramatic manifestations of the topologically protected gapless modes are spon-
taneously generated dissipationless currents, localized at the edges of a topological supercon-
ductor. The relation between the edge currents, edge states and gauge invariance is explained
in [9]. Since Josephson junctions involve two such interfaces between topological and non-
3See however [8] for a recent null experimental result in Sr2RuO4.
4The model we discuss here supports competing orders, indeed the p-wave order parameter [19] is thermodynam-
ically preferred in this model. Our Josephson junction is therefore an idealized configuration, but is nevertheless an
interesting probe of the time-reversal breaking holographic superconductor. We expect that the features we uncover
here, to do with topological structures, are insensitive to the phase structure of the full model.
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topological materials, we expect to find counter-propagating currents, one on each interface.
Such currents are clearly visible in our setting and we discuss their features in section 3 be-
low. We find that up to small corrections, the strength of the edge currents is determined by
the jump of the order parameter amplitude across the interface between the superconducting
material and the weak link.
The counter-propagating edge currents we observe are independent of each other (for wide
enough junctions), and would exist for a single isolated interface as well. They are indicative of
chiral gapless edge modes localized on such interfaces5. The full Josephson junction has a pair
of these modes, a feature which is speculated to be responsible for some unusual properties of
the topological Josephson junction. Therefore, in section 4 we turn to examine the Josephson
current in our junction.
Anomalies in the current-phase relation in such “unconventional” Josephson junctions were
reported in [10], but a more recent direct measurement reveals a conventional relation [11].
While the physics of such junction is expected to be unconventional, in that it is 4pi periodic
in the phase across the weak link [12], equilibrium configurations might still exhibit the con-
ventional 2pi periodicity. Other attempts to discover unconventional periodicity as a signature
of the aforementioned pair of Majorana bound states include the AC Josephson effect [13],
Josephson junctions in magnetic fields [14], current noise measurements [15] or unconventional
Shapiro steps [16].
In section 4 we exhibit the details of the Josephson effect in our holographic construction.
We find conventional results, fairly similar to the s-wave case reported in [21]. The current-
phase relation is 2pi periodic and the maximal current decays exponentially as the width of
the junction increases (as opposed to the power law decay observed in [10]). Furthermore, the
temperature dependence of the critical current and the coherence length are also found to be
fairly conventional. We conclude that our setup, which takes place in thermal equilibrium, is
thus insensitive to the unconventional features expected to arise from the presence of gapless
Majorana modes.
We conclude in section 5 with outlook and directions for future work. In particular, we
outline some calculations that would verify the existence of gapless Majorana modes and
exhibit the expected doubled periodicity of the physics in the Josephson junction. We hope to
report on such results in the near future.
2 Setup and Solutions
Our discussion of the time-reversal breaking holographic superconductor [20] follows the con-
ventions of [25]. Let us consider the following action:
S =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
R+
6
L2
− 1
4g2
(F aµν)
2
]
(1)
5For the existence of a charge current, at least two Majorana-Weyl fermions are required. We thank Andreas
Karch for a related discussion.
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where F aµν = ∂µA
a
ν−∂νAaµ+abcAbµAcν is the field strength tensor for an SU(2) gauge field, and
abc is the totally antisymmetric tensor, with 123 = 1. The gauge field can be conveniently
expressed as a matrix-valued one form: A = Aaµτ
adxµ, where τa = σa/2i, σa being the usual
Pauli matrices. It follows that [τa, τ b] = abcτ c.
We will be working in the probe approximation, thereby neglecting the backreaction of
the gauge field on the metric. In the current model, the probe approximation, controlled
by the ratio of the Newton’s constant to the gauge coupling, breaks down at sufficiently
low temperatures. However, though adding backreaction should be straightforward, this is
unnecessary for the effects we are interested in, and we will restrict ourselves to working in a
fixed gravitational background.
Specifically, we choose the metric to be the asymptotically AdS4 planar Schwarzschild black
hole:
ds2 = −h(r)dt2 + dr
2
h(r)
+ r2(dx2 + dy2)
where h(r) =
r2
L2
(
1− r
3
0
r3
)
(2)
and L and r0 are the AdS and horizon radii, respectively. Such a black hole has Hawking
temperature
T =
1
4pi
dh
dr
∣∣∣∣
r=r0
=
3r0
4piL2
(3)
Scaling symmetries further enable us to work in units in which L = 1 and set r0 = 1. This
corresponds to measuring all dimensional quantities in units of temperature.
To understand the symmetry structure of our ansatz, it is useful to define complex coordi-
nates
ζ =
x+ iy√
2
and τ± =
τ1 ± iτ2√
2
(4)
The ansatz for the spatially homogeneous p+ ip superconductor is given by [20, 25]
A = Φ τ3dt+ wτ−dζ + w∗τ+dζ¯ (5)
Here Φ breaks the SU(2) symmetry explicitly to an Abelian subgroup at the short distance
scale of the chemical potential µ, and w is the order parameter which breaks the U(1) symmetry
spontaneously at a much longer distance scale. Note that in these conventions a U(1) gauge
transformation is a phase rotation of the complex order parameter w. In the homogeneous
case w can be chosen to be everywhere real, but with inhomogeneities this is no longer the
case. In particular the phase difference across the Josephson junction is an interesting gauge
invariant quantity.
The order parameter w is invariant under a combination of spatial rotations and gauge
transformations, thus the superconductor is isotropic. Since w is complex, time-reversal is
broken spontaneously. As we see below, this has interesting consequences for the physics
probed by the Josephson junction in this system.
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In order to build a holographic Josephson junction, the fields must have spatial dependence.
We model a Josephson junction by choosing an appropriate profile for the chemical potential
µ(x), as described below. The fields then all depend on the spatial coordinate x and the radial
coordinate r. Our ansatz for a p+ ip Josephson junction is then
A = Φ τ3dt+ wτ−dζ + w∗τ+dζ¯
+Axτ
3dx+Myτ
3dy +Arτ
3dr (6)
We are using a somewhat mixed notation for the spatial directions, where the chiral nature
of the order parameter is most clearly exhibited using the ζ coordinate defined in (4). Note
the presence of the field My which, unlike other instances of holographic Josephson junctions,
cannot be eliminated using symmetries. This field will encode the presence of dissipationless
edge currents, which we discuss below.
Following [21] we choose to work in terms of gauge invariant combinations. If w = |w|eiθ,
those are w ≡ |w|, My and Mµ = Aµ−∂µθ for µ = x, r. Our ansatz yields the following system
of 5 coupled non-linear elliptic PDEs,
∂2rΦ +
2
r
∂rΦ +
∂2xΦ
r2h
− 2w
2Φ
r2h
= 0
∂2rw +
h′
h
∂rw +
∂2xw
2r2h
− 3w∂xMy
2r2h
+
wΦ2
h2
− w
3
r2h
− (M
2
x +M
2
y )w
2r2h
−M2rw = 0
∂2rMx +
h′
h
(∂rMx − ∂xMr)− ∂r∂xMr − Mxw
2
r2h
= 0
∂2rMy +
h′
h
∂rMx +
∂2xMy
r2h
+
3∂x(w
2)
2r2h
− Myw
2
r2h
= 0
∂2xMr − ∂r∂xMx − 2Mrw2 = 0 (7)
and an additional constraint:
∂r
(
hMrw
2
)
+
1
2r2
∂x
(
w2Mx
)
= 0 (8)
We thus need to choose boundary conditions such that the constraint is satisfied at the bound-
aries of the integration domain.
Next we discuss the boundary conditions satisfied by our fields. The boundary conditions
at the horizon are determined by requiring regularity and satisfying the constraint. That is,
when expanding the equations of motion and constraint near the horizon, divergent terms
arise which we require to cancel. At the spatial boundaries we impose Neumann boundary
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conditions on all fields. Near conformal infinity the fields behave asymptotically as
Φ(r, x) = µ(x)− ρ(x)
r
+ · · ·
w(r, x) = w(1)(x) +
w(2)(x)
r
+ · · ·
Mx(r, x) = vx(x) +
Jx
r
+ · · ·
My(r, x) = vy(x) +
Jy(x)
r
+ · · ·
Mr(r, x) = O
(
1
r3
)
We will input µ(x) to model a Josephson junction, and choose the condensate w to be
normalizable, w(1)(x) = 0. The current in the x-direction Jx is constant by the continuity
equation and we choose it to be one of the parameters of our solutions. The conjugate quantity
vx(x) is then read off the solution and encodes the phase difference across the junction. Finally,
we set vy(x) = 0 as there is no applied voltage in the transverse direction y, and read off the
spontaneously generated transverse current Jy(x) from the solution.
To model a Josephson junction we need to choose the profile µ(x) appropriately. In the case
of homogeneous superconductors, the scale invariant quantity to consider is T/µ, i.e. changing
the temperature is equivalent to changing µ. This is no longer the case in the spatially
inhomogeneous case: while our chemical potential is spatially varying, the temperature is
still constant. Instead, to measure the temperature in a scale invariant way we use the scale
invariant quantity T/Tc, where the critical temperature Tc is proportional to µ∞ ≡ µ(∞). Our
simulations set the proportionality relation to be
Tc ≈ 0.065 µ∞ (9)
Since we now change the temperature by varying µ, there is a corresponding critical chemical
potential µc below which the condensate vanishes. We thus need a profile with the following
features: {
µ(x) < µc in the normal metal phase, − `2 < x < `2 ;
µ(x) > µc otherwise for the superconducting phases.
As in [21], a profile that satisfies these conditions is
µ(x) = µ∞
[
1− 1− 
2 tanh( `2σ )
{
tanh
(
x+ `2
σ
)
− tanh
(
x− `2
σ
)}]
(10)
where µ∞ > µc is the maximal height of the chemical potential. The parameter σ controls
the steepness of the profile, whereas  controls its depth – the chemical potential inside of the
normal phase is typically µ0 ≡ µ∞. Moreover, it is convenient to work with compactified
variables z = 1/r and x¯ = tanh( x4σ )/ tanh(
p
4σ ), where p is the length of the x-direction.
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Pseuso-spectral collocation methods on a Chebyshev grid were used to discretize the above
equations. The resulting equations were solved using the Newton iterative method. One key
characteristic of the pseudo-spectral methods is their exponential convergence in the size of
the grid used, which we have confirmed explicitly for our solutions. The solutions used in this
paper were produced using a grid of 41 points in both the radial and spatial direction, yielding
an estimated maximal error of about 10−4 in the local value of all functions.
3 Chiral Edge Currents
We start by discussing the phenomenon unique to the time-reversal breaking chiral supercon-
ductor, the existence of edge currents. The existence of dissipationless chiral edge currents is
indicative of gapless chiral modes living on an interface between the superconductor and the
normal state. In a Josephson junction configuration there are two such interfaces and there-
fore two independent counter-propagating modes. In this section we focus on aspects of these
modes that are localized at each interface separately, which would exist in a simpler domain
wall geometry. In the next section we turn to discuss aspects of the physics more specific to a
Josephson junction configuration with two such interfaces.
To be more concrete, the introduction of a gauge field M3y makes it possible to measure
a current Jy(x) propagating in the y-direction. We have specified M
3
y (r = ∞, x) = 0 so that
the system has no applied voltage that would drive a current in the y-direction, thus this is a
dissipationless current flowing without resistance. Under such conditions, the field M3y would
vanish everywhere for a p-wave order parameter, but has a non-trivial profile in the p + ip
case. As shown in figure 1, this current is localized at the interfaces of the superconducting
-10 -5 0 5 10
-1.0
-0.5
0.0
0.5
1.0
x
J yHxL
Figure 1: The left plot displays the solution for the gauge fieldM3y . The right plot shows the resulting
boundary current Jy(x) (in blue), as well as the rescaled chemical potential profile µ(x)/µ∞ (in red).
The solution corresponds to µ∞ = 7, ` = 4, σ = 0.6 and  = 0.3.
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Figure 2: The data above corresponds to µ∞ = 10. As we increase the depth , we observe a linear
decrease in the edge current value happening around the dashed line at c = µc/µ, which is the
critical depth at which the weak link becomes superconducting. At  = 1, Jedge goes to 0 since µ(x)
becomes homogeneous.
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Figure 3: This plot illustrates the dependence of the edge current on the amplitude of the order
parameter in the superconducting phase for ` = 4, σ = 0.6 and  = 0.3. The curve fits Jedge ∼ 〈OS〉α
with α ' 2.
and normal phases, travelling in opposite directions with equal magnitude. We have checked
that the strength of the current is independent of the Josephson phase (or equivalently, the
strength of the Josephson current) and the width of the junction (for sufficiently wide junc-
tions). Therefore the currents on both interfaces are local effects independent of each other.
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The quantity of interest is the total current per unit area, defined as follows:
Jedge ≡
∫ ∞
0
Jy(x)dx (11)
We focus on this quantity as it is independent of details of the interface profile such as the
steepness, parametrized by σ above. Furthermore, we find that the edge current is essentially
constant when the weak link is a normal metal, independent of the relative depth parameter .
However, when the weak link becomes superconducting, the current decreases as we increase
, eventually vanishing when the solution is perfectly homogeneous.
This dependence on the relative depth is shown in Figure 2. It indicates that the current is
controlled by the jump in the amplitude of the order parameter across the interface between the
superconducting material and the weak link. Indeed, in figure 3 we plot the dependence on the
edge current on the order parameter in the superconducting phase 〈OS〉 (choosing  such that
the weak link is always at the normal state, i.e. has approximately zero condensate). The edge
current depends on the magnitude of the order parameter through a power law relationship
Jedge ∼ 〈OS〉α with α ranging between 2.04 and 2.12 for different choices of parameters.
It is also natural to examine the temperature dependence of the edge current, which we
plot in figure 4. We see that the dominant change in the edge current as we change the
temperature comes through the change in the amplitude of the order parameter. As expected
the edge current vanishes at the critical temperature Tc.
0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
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J e
dg
e
T
c
Figure 4: The temperature dependence of the edge current is pictured for ` = 4, σ = 0.6 and
 = 0.3.
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4 Josephson Currents
The Josephson effect is a macroscopic quantum phenomenon in which a dissipationless current
flows across a weak link between two superconducting electrodes, in the absence of an external
applied voltage. Rather, it is the gauge invariant phase difference across the junction that is
responsible for the current. Following [21], we will consider S-N-S Josephson junctions, for
which the weak link is a non-superconducting (“normal”) metal, as described above. We also
make some comments on the S-S’-S case, in which the weak link is superconducting. For a
discussion of an S-I-S weak link, see [24].
The Josephson current flowing across the junction has the expected form
Jx = Jmax sin γ (12)
where the gauge invariant phase difference across the junction is obtained from the solution as
γ = −
∫ ∞
−∞
dx [vx(x)− vx(±∞)] (13)
Figure 5 has been obtained by computing γ for multiple solutions corresponding to different
inputs Jx; it clearly demonstrates the expected dependence of the Josephson current on the
phase difference.
Another interesting feature of the critical current Jmax is that it decays exponentially when
-1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5
-0.0004
-0.0002
0.0000
0.0002
0.0004
Γ
J x
T
c2
Figure 5: This graph, produced with µ∞ = 10, ` = 4, σ = 0.4 and  = 0.05, shows the agreement
of our data with the expectation (12). The solid line, describing the best fit curve to our data (in
red), is the curve Jx = 5.2× 10−4 sin(0.9986γ).
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Figure 6: The relationship of the critical current and of the order parameter as the weak link length
grows larger is illustrated in these two plots. Both sets of data are fitted to a decaying exponential
and independently yield the same coherence length, up to a difference of 1.8%. We used µ∞ = 10,
σ = 0.4 and  = 0.05 for both plots.
the width ` of the weak link increases, i.e. it obeys a relation of the form6
Jmax
T 2c
= AJe
− `
ξ (14)
for ξ  `. Additionally, the order parameter at the center of the junction has a similar
behaviour: 〈ON 〉
T 2c
= AOe
− `
2ξ (15)
where 〈ON 〉 is the magnitude of the order parameter in the normal phase (x = 0), and the
junction has no current. Both of these relations are due to the proximity effect, the leakage of
the superconducting order into the normal state. Note then that the coherence length ξ should
be the same in both cases. The results of our numerics show remarkable precision, yielding
6Note that we have switched from the numerically convenient conventions of measuring dimensional quantities in
units of the (varying) temperature T , to the more physical conventions of measuring those quantities in terms of the
fixed temperature Tc.
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Figure 7: The dependence of the coherence length ξ , expressed through the critical current or order
parameter 〈ON〉 (in the inset), on temperature. Near the critical point, the critical current follows
a power law characteristic of the S-N-S junction, but with fairly large corrections. The parameters
for the chemical potential used to produce these figures are ` = 4, σ = 0.6 and  = 0.3.
ξ ≈ 0.4547 for the Josephson current, and ξ ≈ 0.4468 for the order parameter: a difference of
only 1.8%. See for instance Figure 6.
The coherence length has an interesting temperature dependence, plotted in figure 7. While
the plot does not have a simple fit, it has the expected behaviour at T → Tc, where it vanishes
due to the disappearance of superconductivity. Near the critical temperature the critical
current is expected to vanish as [26]:
Jmax(T ) ∝ (Tc − T )β near Tc (16)
For a conventional s-wave superconductor, and junctions wide compared to the coherence
length, a quadratic dependence (β = 2) is characteristic of the S-N-S junction, whereas different
critical exponent are expected for other types of weak links (for example for the S-I-S junction
β = 1). Interestingly, our results presented in figure 7 indicate that β ∼ 2.52; furthermore the
exponent β also depends on the steepness and depth of the chemical potential profile. While β
is closest to the critical exponent of the S-N-S junction, the corrections are fairly large. Those
corrections are probably related to our setup having a varying chemical potential. It would be
interesting to reproduce the expected scaling with a more conventional setup of a Josephson
junction for which the chemical potential is spatially homogeneous.
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5 Conclusions
In this paper we have started the investigation of Majorana bound states in the holographic
context. We have discussed the dissipationless edge currents which are an indirect evidence for
such modes. Additionally, we have constructed a Josephson junction involving a topological
chiral superconductor, and probed the physics of the Josephson effect. The results we ob-
tained are consistent with a conventional effect, with 2pi periodic current-phase relation, and
exponential decay of the current with the junction width.
These results support the expectation that though the physics is 4pi periodic, an unconven-
tional periodicity will not be visible in thermal equilibrium. The presence of Majorana modes
corresponds to having two states which are exchanged upon a 2pi phase rotation. However,
in equilibrium the Josephson current receive contribution from both states, weighted accord-
ing to their Boltzmann weight. This, thermal equilibrium results are expected to exhibits
conventional periodicity, consistent with what we find,
It would be interesting to continue this investigation with the goal of displaying more direct
signatures of the Majorana bound states. One such direct signature would be in the Andreev
scattering off a superconducting interface – bound states can be then seen in analyzing the
phase shift. Furthermore, one can construct holographically a non-equilibrium configuration
which is expected to exhibit the unconventional periodicity associated with Majorana bound
states. We hope to report on the result of such investigations in the near future.
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